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The Several Faces of Late-Gothic Eve: Gender and Marriage
in the Mystery Creation and Fall Plays
Thomas Flanigan
Miami University of Ohio, Hamilton
The critical drive to make fundamental, substantive distinctions between Catho-

lic and Protestant dogma and culture has always been central to early modern
English studies, but over the past fifty years a prominent contingent of literary and
historical scholars has endeavored more specifically to identify and articulate
significant differences between Catholic and Protestant perceptions of women
and marriage. According to one familiar, now widely accepted theory advanced
primarily by Miltonists, a relatively feminist and pro-marriage Protestant ethic
emerged in response to the extreme, aggressively misogynistic attitudes attributed
to late-medieval Catholic thought. This paper will seek to demonstrate, through
a close comparative review of four English mystery play Eve portrayals (Chester, N-Town, York, and Norwich), that the supposedly “crabbed” (to use Milton’s
term), male chauvinist Catholic culture actually accommodated a surprising variety of perspectives on female nature and function, many predictably and emphatically antifeminist, but others notably more tolerant and respectful, and a few even
anticipating Milton’s most liberal and celebratory views. The range of outlooks
observed here may be partly the result of revision, as the traditional pageants
produced annually over more than a century’s span must have been altered occasionally to suit changing times and tastes (the Norwich Creation and Fall account, for instance, survives in two sharply divergent pre- and post-Reformation
texts). Still, the evidence from these essentially and undeniably Catholic plays—
especially from the York and Norwich examples—should probably encourage us
to revise persisting reductionist views of Protestant culture as uniquely pro-marriage and Catholic as narrowly antifeminist. In any case, these dramatic Eve
depictions testify to an under-acknowledged ideological diversity and complexity
already present in late-medieval gender theory.

While our critical preoccupation with the anti-marriage and

antifeminist ethics of medieval Catholicism often blinds us to the fact,
throughout the Middle Ages clerics and theologians acknowledged
(or simply assumed) that the Adam and Eve account should be read,
not only as a Creation tale and an explanation of the origin of sin,
but as an archetypal (or rather, the archetypal) story of marriage.
It stood as an ancient, unchallenged commonplace inherited from
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Augustine1 and the early Church Fathers that God had, at least
originally, instituted marriage as a natural and honorable state of
life, and had sanctioned it as a crucial social unit in his Providential
design, when he had formed Eve as Adam's helpmate (i.e., meet
help), when he had created “male and female . . . blessed them, and
. . . said unto them, ‘Be Fruitful and multiply. . . .’”
In the last half-century, a large and influential group of cultural
historians and literary critics (especially Miltonists) have observed
that the later Protestant theologians made much of this time-honored
notion that marriage had been ordained by God at the dawn of time.
In light of their special purpose to elevate marriage and discredit
the Catholic tradition advocating celibacy and withdrawal from the
world as conditions favorable (or even essential) to a genuinely
spiritual life, the Reformers focused unprecedented attention on the
original man and woman in their prelapsarian state and found there
the basis for a utopian image of wedlock.2 For a prominent strain
of Protestant writers culminating in Milton, the innocent Adam
and Eve came to represent the perfect husband and wife: the prefallen pair came to serve as a paradigm of ideal marriage to which
contemporary postlapsarian spouses might still aspire.3
In the medieval Roman context from which the mystery
plays developed (at least, as it is often narrowly and no doubt
stereotypically represented), the Adam and Eve relationship had
functioned just as vitally as a paradigm of marriage, but here the Fall
had tended to be the central focus. From the earlier Catholic point
of view, the biblical history of the original human pair contained,
1 See Augustine, City of God 14.22. Augustine is citing Genesis 1: 27-28.
2 Arnold Williams writes that, of the [later] Renaissance commentators on Genesis, “All .
. . note that the first marriage was between Adam and Eve and was celebrated in Paradise.”
He adds that “[m]ost take this occasion to praise marriage, especially the Protestants who
see a chance to score a point against the Catholic doctrine of celibacy” (The Common
Expositor, 88). See also Diane Kelsey McColley's A Gust for Paradise for an extended
discussion of the early modern celebratory pre-Fall/hexaemeron tradition.
3 Classic commentaries on the Protestant marriage ethic derived from the Adam and
Eve model include William and Malleville Haller’s “The Puritan Art of Love” and John
Halkett’s Milton and the Idea of Matrimony.
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specifically, a type of troubled marriage: it was usually perceived
as an exemplum--cautioning men against the potential dangers of
the conjugal life. Clerical antifeminism was a significant governing
principle in the late-medieval conceptual scheme, and the weakness
of woman is invariably a prominent theme in the Corpus Christi
Fall reenactments. While Eve is often portrayed as basically good
willing, the mystery plays usually remind us that she functions,
finally and inevitably, as a temptress and snare. Still, I would argue
that these plays are more complex in their gender dynamics, and
more dimensional in their portraits of female nature, than it has been
commonly supposed or critically acknowledged.
It has long been assumed that the English mystery plays are
essentially medieval and Catholic in character, and since all of the
surviving cycles have roots traceable to the late fourteenth century
or earlier, there is undoubtedly a basic aptness in the standard period
assignation. What we sometimes fail to remember, however, is
that these bible-based dramas remained popular and in continuous
yearly performance in some cases into the latter half of the sixteenth
century, when they were finally suppressed by hostile Protestant
forces.4 Moreover, recent scholarship has promoted and confirmed,
increasingly, a notion of the English craft cycles as evolving drama
in the truest sense: some of the surviving manuscripts show clear
evidence of revision, and it seems probable that, over their severalhundred-year history, many of the play texts were altered and adapted
to suit changing times and tastes.
Whether their diversity can be explained by this hypothesized
long-term revision process, or whether, as I strongly suspect, it simply
reflects an under-acknowledged variety of perspective inherent
in late-medieval Catholic thought, the four extant Corpus Christi
Creation/Fall accounts reviewed below (Chester, N-Town, York,
and Norwich) contain a startlingly wide range of images, ideas, and
attitudes relating to Eve and Adam and the archetypal heterosexual
bond--from predictably traditional/medieval to surprisingly
4 See Harold C. Gardiner, Mysteries' End: An Investigation of the Last Days of the
Medieval Religious Stage.
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progressive/early modern, from aggressively misogynist to at least
subtly feminist. A close comparative reading of these texts, as I
hope to demonstrate, may help to increase our understanding of the
Renaissance marriage debate in that crucial interim period between
Chaucer and Shakespeare, with its unique and complex dynamic
between continuity and change. And while it would be foolish to
suggest that, a century after their effective demise, these Catholic
"pageants" might have influenced England's quintessential Protestant
poet directly; nonetheless, taken as a whole, the mystery plays
articulated a rich vocabulary of ideas about gender and marriage
that Milton and his culture surely inherited, and from which he drew
selectively in the process of developing his own great synthesis.5
I

Of the marriage paradigms found in the surviving English mystery

cycles, the Chester Adam and Eve portrait may provide the clearest
and most demonstrative expression of medieval antifeminist
attitudes. It is interesting to note, however, that, even here, one finds
elements of the eternal debate: the presentation is not absolutely onesided. If the antifeminist themes finally prevail emphatically, they
are nonetheless set off against a number of apparently marriage- and
woman-affirming motifs that grace the prelapsarian portion of the
play. The image of wedlock projected initially is one of more or
less equal partnership and sexual parity. In the opening monologue,
God's proclamation in regard to the creation of humanity ("To oure
shape now make I thee; / man and woman I will there be" [play 2, ll.
85-86]) would seem to suggest that both male and female are to be
made in His image.
The original words of Genesis lend themselves easily enough
to a like interpretation, but this had not prevented literalists from
sticking on the scriptural statement that "God created man in his
own image" (my emphasis) and, thus, doubting that woman shared
5 All mystery cycle play excerpts below are from the following editions unless indicated
otherwise in the footnotes: Lumiansky and Mills, The Chester Mystery Cycle; Spector, The
N-Town Play; Beadle, The York Plays; England, The Towneley Plays. Parenthetical glosses
rely on the editorial apparatus of the play text and the Oxford English Dictionary.
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the distinction of divine likeness. After all, the subsequent more
detailed biblical description of the creation of Adam and Eve (Gen.
2:4+) includes an account of what many commentators took to be
man's reception of the soul (commonly identified with God's image)
directly from the Creator ("And the Lord God . . . breathed into his
nostrils the breath of life, and man became a living soul"), whereas
there is no mention of this process in the course of Eve's creation.
In his review of the most influential Renaissance commentaries
on Genesis, Arnold Williams observes that "[i]n the early church it
6
was often thought that woman was not made in the image of God,"
or that she was made thus only indirectly: that is, she derived her
likeness from man (having been fashioned out of his rib), who, in
turn, derived his from God. Thus she was a less perfect, secondgeneration copy--a reflection of God's image (significantly) once
removed. Some extremists even went so far as to question whether
she had a soul. By the late sixteenth century, however, the more
blatant forms of the old misogyny (outside of the satiric context, in
which it found a second life) had become outmoded: most Protestant
and Catholic religious writers had come to perceive men and women
as spiritually equal, at least in theory.7
As in the case of the Genesis original, the question of
woman's soul and its origin is never explicitly raised in the Chester
Creation account. What is emphasized is the physical and formative
relation between man and woman. The process of Eve's creation,
God's fashioning of her from the "bone . . . and flesh also" of Adam
is graphically described and dramatized. And upon waking from
his prophetic slumber and encountering his "make" [mate], Adam
seems almost narcissistically pleased: he clearly perceives woman
6 Williams, The Common Expositor, 87-88.
7 According to Williams, the Spanish Jesuit Benedictus Pererius (1535-1610) “pronounces
. . . that woman is made in the image of God equally with man, though both he and Pareus
[(1548-1622) “a prominent Calvinist theologian” (273)] hint that woman resembles ‘less
His image who made both’” (Common Expositor, 87). In regard to the crucial issue of
the soul, Williams remarks that, among the Renaissance biblical commentators, "No one
disputes that woman has a soul, though Pareus asks where she got it, from God directly or
from Adam?" (87). In the York Creation of Adam and Eve (play 3), God invests both the
man and the woman with souls directly and simultaneously. See section III, below.
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as a mirror-like image of himself. Note, for instance, his repeated
celebratory emphasis on the generative link and intimate physical
connection between himself and Eve in the following passage:
I see well, lord, through thy grace
bonne of my bones thou hir [her] mase [makes] ;
and fleshe of my fleshe shee hase,
and my shape through thy sawe [word].
Therfore shee shalbe called, iwisse.
'viragoo', nothinge amisse;
for out of man taken shee is,
and to man shee shall drawe.
Of earth thou madest first mee,
both bone and fleshe; now I see
thou hast her given through thy postee [power]
of that I in me had.
Therfore man kyndely [naturally] shall forsake
father and mother, and to wife take;
too [two] in one fleshe, as thou can make,
eyther other for to glad. (play 2, ll. 145-160)

Clearly Adam thinks he is praising Eve here. By stressing
woman's origin in man (which to us might suggest a degrading
dependence: i.e., the replica is usually thought inferior to the
original), his intent is to elevate her to near-equal status. By asserting
that Eve is worthy of the name “virago”8 (“. . . nothinge amisse; / for
out of man taken shee is”), Adam means to attest that she is neither
different from, nor inferior to, himself in essential nature. He would
recognize in her that dignity accorded automatically to the human
male (“thou hast her given . . . / of that I in me had”).9 He describes
8 As editor David Mills reminds us, the word root vir denotes "man" in Latin, and virago
was the term employed in the Vulgate version [Gen. 2: 23] (Chester . . . Modernized).
Of course, in our Western, patriarchal culture, this root is powerfully affirmative and
ennobling, as words like virtue and virtuoso demonstrate. Williams observes that "the
Hebrew word for woman, isha, is but the feminine of the word for man, ish. The translators
all wrestled with the problem of preserving this semi-pun in other languages than Hebrew"
(The Common Expositor, 87).
9 In the Norwich Grocers' Play, Adam applies the term virago in a similarly commendatory
sense (ll. 19-21; see discussion, section IV). The OED lists examples of this complimentary,
or at least, non-derogatory, usage of "virago" (as simply 'woman, derived from man') in
English works from Ælfric's eleventh-century Homilies to Gascoigne's Droome Doomes
Day (1576). This latter example suggests (as does the Chester play) that the name became
inappropriate after the Fall: "Before Eva sinned, she was called Virago, and after she
sinned she deserved to be called Eva." Gascoigne's comment is inspired by the name shift
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the natural marriage bond between man and woman in terms that
emphasize perfect union and mutual responsibility. The familiar
images of male dominance and female subjection are conspicuously
muted in his encomium to a relationship whose express purpose is
"eyther other for to glad" (l. 160).
Of course, this Adam is profoundly naive, as subsequent
events will prove, and as our knowledge of later historical meanings
of virago must lead us to suspect, as he pours forth his ardent tribute
to Eve. By the late fourteenth century, the derogatory connotations
of virago were established. At best, the term meant (Oxford English
Dictionary) “a man-like, vigorous and heroic woman; a female
warrior; an amazon”—a definition derived from classical Latin and
re-popularized with the rise of the chronicle and epic romance genres.10
Applied to the context of Adam's brief epithalamium, it must have
seemed comically incongruous, although not wholly inconsistent
with the husband's quaint intent to extol. At worst, virago had come
to designate “[a] bold, impudent (or wicked) woman; a termagant; a
scold.”11 Certainly, the irony of Adam's use of the word as a term of
praise would not have escaped a late-medieval audience.12
With the entrance of the Devil, the tone turns suddenly
and decidedly cynical, and the remainder of the drama plays as a
barefaced catalogue of antifeminist ideas centering on Eve. Satan
targets Adam's wife because she is weak-willed ("shee will doe
as I her saye" [l. 183]) and easily deceived. Susceptible to evil
present in the original Genesis text (specifically the Vulgate): Eve is referred to as simply
"the woman" until Adam names her ("Eve . . . the mother of all living") after the Fall. The
Chester playwright's shift from "Viragoo" to (implied) "Woe-man" is a satiric variation.
10 The first example of this usage recorded in the OED is from John of Trevesa's 1387
translation of Ranulf Higden's compendious Latin history of the world, the Polychronicon.
Quotations from Robert Fabyan's Chronicles and Gawin Douglas's Aeneid (both 1513) are
given as additional early examples.
11 OED. The apostrophe in Chaucer's "Man of Law's Tale": "O Sowdanesse, roote of
Iniquitee, Virago, thou Semyrame the secounde"--is the earliest example given.
12 Nor does it escape Adam himself. Immediately following the Fall, undeceived, he
bitterly recalls his naming of Eve, only this time he translates the Latin into plain English:
Yea, sooth [the truth] sayde I in prophecye
when thou was taken of my bodye-mans woe thou would bee witterlye [certainly];
therfore thou was soe named. (ll. 269-272)
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commands, she is, nonetheless (in her vanity, her idle curiosity,
and her intolerance of restraint), irrationally resistant to legitimate
authority; hence, "That woman is forbydden to doe / for anythinge
the[y] will therto" (ll. 185-186). Above all, the Devil perceives Eve
as a compulsive, incontinent pleasure seeker. In his envious desire to
pluck man from Paradise, he determines to exploit this propensity in
woman: "soe shall they both for her delyte [delight] / bee banyshed
from that blysse" (ll. 191-192). Despite Satan's reputation as the
father of lies, his critical assessment of Eve's character proves sadly
accurate. Thus in the aftermath of the Fall (and in one of play's most
blatantly antifeminist passages), Adam identifies the undisciplined,
covetous nature of his wife--figured in her "glotonye" [gluttony]--as
the basis for her sisterly alliance with the fiend:
My licourouse [greedy] wyfe hath bynne my foe;
the devylls envye shente mee alsoe.
These too [two] together well may goe,
the suster and the brother!
His wrathe hathe donne me muche woe;
hir [her] glotonye greved mee alsoe.
God lett never man trust you too [two],
the one more then [than] the other. (ll. 353-360)

If, through the characterization of Eve, woman's (presumably)
flawed and susceptible nature becomes closely associated with evil,
the effect is only accentuated when the Devil assumes a female
shape. In the aggressively antifeminist scheme of the play, all things
feminine gravitate toward evil, and most things evil take feminine
form.13 And so the fiend forecasts:
A maner of an edder [adder] is in this place
that wynges like a bryde [bird] shee hase-feete as an edder, a mayden[']s face-hir kynde [form] I will take.
And of the tree of paradice
shee shall eate through my contyse [cunning];
for wemen they be full licourouse [greedy],
that will shee not forsake. (ll. 193-200)
13 Chaucer (or his character, the lawyer) employs a similar antifeminist strategy--placing
extreme emphasis on the Satan/Eve bond--in his grandiloquent condemnation of the wicked
mother-in-law in the Man of Law’s Tale (ll. 358-371, following the text in Fisher, Complete
Poetry and Prose of Geoffrey Chaucer).
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While the maiden-faced adder became a popular motif in the visual
arts between the fourteenth and sixteenth centuries,14 of the extant
English cycle plays, only the Chester Adam and Eve (play 2)
portrays the serpent as an explicitly, unmistakably female figure.15
As David Mills observes, “The serpent was held to be erect before
the Fall, and exegetes such as Bede considered it to have a woman's
face, which enabled it to establish a rapport with Eve.”16 Certainly
the notion that Eve would have felt more at ease conversing with a
female, would have been more naturally trusting of her own sex, is
intriguing psychologically.17 But we should not ignore the fact that
the maiden-faced serpent adds powerful mythic reinforcement to the
themes of woman as deceiver, and woman as bad counselor, that the
Chester dramatist deliberately develops in his Eve characterization.
The chain of deceit acquires a neat feminine consistency when,
called to account before God, Adam can blame "this woman . . . that
thou gave [me] to [be] my feare [partner]" (ll. 289-290), and Eve in
turn can justly maintain, "This edder, lorde, shee was my foe / and
sothly [truly] mee disceaved alsoe" (ll. 294-295).
The cautionary emphasis on female wiles is only further
accentuated by the fact that Adam is portrayed here as an apparently
unsuspecting, innocent victim. Eve never alerts him to the
implications of eating the fruit, never tempts him with vain promises
of power or wisdom to be gained. She simply bids him "eate some
of this apple here" (l. 250), remarking "[i]t is fayre [fair]" (l. 251),
and the poor man, ignorant presumably of its origin, and conceding
14 Bonnell, “The Serpent with a Human Head,” 264.
15 The play thus proved crucial to Bonnell’s seminal 1917 argument that the artists who
employed this image took their inspiration from the Corpus Christi dramatizations. It was
his intent there to demonstrate “that the representation of the serpent in Eden as having
a human head was common in drama and iconography; that it is first noticeable in the
thirteenth, or the early part of the fourteenth century, being then a startling innovation
in art; and that in all probability it was the mystery play which, to facilitate the dialogue
between Eve and the serpent, first adopted it, from a literary source” (255).
16 Mills, Chester . . . Modernized, 33, note.
17 That Satan, in assuming a maiden’s face, appeals to Eve’s vanity or egotism is another
interesting possibility. In his edition of Milton’s Paradise Lost, Roy Flannagan notes that
"many commentators and visual artists, such as Andrew Willet and the painter Raphael,
acknowledged that the Serpent may have had the face of a virgin--mirroring Eve's face
narcissistically" (486--note).
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"the fruit is sweete and passinge feare" (254), accepts "one morsell"
to his utter ruin. The scene would seem to suggest that this Adam
(unlike Milton's) was deceived. His surprised response to the sense
of nakedness that follows his eating would likewise tend to indicate
that he did not knowingly partake of the forbidden fruit, although he
certainly comes to a swift realization of his error:
Out, alas, what ayleth mee?
I am naked, well I see.
Woman, cursed mote thou bee,
for wee [be] bothe nowe shente [destroyed].
I wotte [know] not for shame whyther to flee,
for this fruite was forbydden mee.
Now have I brooken, through reade [counsel] of thee,
18
my lordes commandemente. (ll. 257-264)

Again, it is left to Eve to pass the charge of ill counsel on to the
she-serpent: "Alas this edder hathe done mee nye [harm]!" she
complains; "Alas, hir reade [advice] why did I [follow]?" (ll. 265266); while in pronouncing the curse of work upon man, God clearly
identifies Adam's heeding of Eve's bad advice as an immediate cause
of his punishment:
for thou haste not donne after mee,
thy wyves counsell for to flee,
but donne soe hir byddinge
to eate the fruite of thys tree,
in thy worke warryed the earthe shalbe. . . . (ll. 322-326)

Finally, one may perceive in Eve's markedly greater burden
of punishment, a reflection of her assumedly greater culpability.
If the fallen Adam faces a future encumbered with "greate travell
[labor]," fallen Eve is destined to confront a virtual catalogue of
hardships and challenges. There will be the traditional pangs of
childbirth, but in addition, God informs her, "man shall master thee
alwaye; / and under his power thou shalte bee aye, / thee for to dryve
and deare [discipline]" (ll. 318-320).
18 To be fair, one must also acknowledge that God imputes full consciousness of action to
Adam in His retrospective remarks just prior to the Expulsion (ll. 369-374).
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Woman's existence after the Fall as intimated in the Chester
Adam and Eve: Cain and Abel seems a particularly gloomy and
miserable one. With man she shares in the curse of tedious work,
although her specific task is to make clothing ("I suffer on yearth
for my misdeede; / and of this wooll I spyn threede by threede, / to
hill mee from the could" [ll. 502-504]). And in the sorrow-filled
denouement following Cain's murder of Abel, while Adam declares
that "Noe more joye to me is leade, / save only Eve my wyfe" (ll.
687-688), Eve confesses herself utterly desolate. At the conclusion
of the play, the Chester Eve presents a grim figure of woman eternally
barred from happiness (in this life at least) by sin. It is she who,
in her dramatic non-Scriptural lament and self-recrimination (quite
possibly over her son's body19), takes primary responsibility for (and
must suffer presumably the most for) original sin, now perpetuated
in the sin of Cain:
Alas, nowe is my sonne slayne!
Alas, marred is all my mayne [power]!
Alas, muste I never be fayne [happy],
but in woe and mo[u]rninge?
Well I wott and knowe iwysse [indeed]
that verye [just] vengeance it is.
For I to God soe did amysse,
mone [must] I never have lykinge [pleasure]. (ll. 689-696)

II

The N-Town Creation and Fall (play 2), like the Chester Adam and

Eve, is notable for its idiosyncrasies of emphasis and its variations on
the Genesis original. The antifeminism in this version as compared
with the Chester is just as potent finally, although significantly less
overt and virulent at first glance. There is much less open railing
against woman here: but if she is less an object of censure, she is
also less an object of attention generally. Perhaps the most striking
feature of the marriage paradigm suggested by the N-Town Adam
and Eve portrait is its impersonal and negligible treatment of the
wife. Eve remains a decidedly minor character throughout the play;
she seems strangely excluded from the central dramatic focus.
19 Mills observes in his introduction to the play (Chester . . . Modernized) that "[n]o
provision seems to be made for the removal of Abel's body, and the laments of Adam and
Eve at the end may well be over it while Cain departs" (26).
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In the opening Creation segment, for instance, God addresses
Adam directly and exclusively. A scant two lines are devoted to
the formation of Eve and, even then, the account seems deliberately
scarfed into the general Creation catalogue, as if she is just one more
inferior being for Adam to name and govern. As Adam's wife, it
would appear her primary function is for propagation of the kind:
[DEUS] Flesch of thi flesch and bon[e] of thi bon[e],
Adam, here is thi wyf and make.
Bothe fysche and foulys that swymmyn and gon,
To everych of hem [each of them] a name thu take;
Bothe tre, and frute, and bestys echon,
Red and qwyte, bothe blew and blake,
Thu yeve hem [Thou give them] name be thiself alon[e],
Erbys and gresse, both beetys and brake;
Thi wyff thu yeve name also.
Loke that ye not ses [cease]
Youre frute to encres,
That ther may be pres [a throng],
Me worchipe for to do. (ll. 18-30)

Thus while one prominent strain of the clerical antifeminist tradition
sought to amplify woman's responsibility for the Fall, to draw
connections between her and the Devil, and to identify her nature
as, if not positively malignant, at least tending inevitably toward
evil, another less reactionary but no less powerful school sought
simply to belittle or deny her importance outside of her strictly
biological function. This time-honored position had been fostered
and perpetuated by some of the most respected theologians of the
Middle Ages; it served as bedrock for the Church's defense of
celibacy. Williams deftly summarizes the basic pattern of thinking:
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. . . the opinion of many of the fathers, most strongly expressed in
Jerome's letter to Jovinian, that woman was an inferior creature of only
biological utility. According to this concept, Eve was a help in only
one respect, in the procreation of children. A male friend would have
been better, Augustine is reported as saying, for society and enjoyment.
Woman is not made for herself, but for man. She is an "occasional
animal," made only by occasion of the defect in man which required aid
in the generation of children. At best, according to Paul's sentence that it
20
is better to marry than to burn, she is a remedy for illicit love.

In the N-Town play, the sense of distance and impersonality
in the treatment of Eve is further heightened by the fact that Adam
never acts upon God's directive (see quotation above) to name his
wife. She is addressed, usually in a tone of command, as "Womman"
or "Wyff," but never as "Eve," throughout the play. This might be
attributable to contemporary social custom and notions of family
decorum. Certainly the issue of proper terms of address between
husband and wife was much discussed by later Protestant moralists
and conduct book writers. The fact remains, however, that the authors
of the other surviving cycles show little hesitancy in allowing Adam
to call Eve, Eve.
The N-Town Creation and Fall does contain a brief
prelapsarian episode in which Adam and Eve in turn celebrate the
fruits of the garden and give thanks and praise to the Lord. The
scene seems purposely designed to indicate that both are acutely
aware of how generous God has been to them, and to show that
both clearly understand the sole prohibition concerning the fatal
tree. Both acknowledge beforehand that they have been granted
20 Williams, Common Expositor, 85. As Williams further notes, "Against these 'harsh
and crabbed' sentiments, as Milton calls them, there is another attitude, well represented in
the [Renaissance] commentaries. Man is a social animal, needing the 'meet conversation'
of woman" (85). This view, that "procreation is not the sole, even the principal, function of
marriage" (86), is commonly associated with Protestant writers such as Milton and Pareus.
Thus the two prevailing beliefs about the role of the wife promoted by late medieval and
Renaissance writers reflect the "debate between Catholics anxious to uphold the doctrine
of celibacy and the superiority of the celibate over the married life and Protestants, who, as
Pererius says, use the text 'it is not good for man to be alone' to oppose the monastic vow
of celibacy" (86). Nonetheless, Williams prudently adds, “it is unfair not to note that the
debate is partly too between an older and a newer view of marriage, unfair also not to note
that Catholic commentators like Pererius list among the ends of marriage the social, though
they do insist on the higher merit of the celibate life for those who can receive it” (86).
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everything they need to be happy, and that, given the circumstances,
the one commandment should be easy to obey. This emphasis on
pre-Fall awareness is especially significant in regard to Eve. Since
she has been thus far silent and scarcely visible, and since God's
earlier warning against eating the fruit had been addressed expressly
to Adam (in Genesis, the prohibition is given before Eve's creation,
and we are left to assume that Adam communicated it to his wife
sometime before her encounter with the serpent), the author would
clearly disallow, before the Fall, any plea of ignorance that might be
entered for her after the fact.21
The N-Town author anticipates Milton's radically augmented
prelapsarian treatment in his insistence on the sufficiency and
abundance of Paradise, in his deliberate depiction of the perfect
content of the pre-fallen pair (their irrepressible, spontaneous
expressions of gratitude foreshadow the more formal, but likewise
spontaneous, morning and evening prayers uttered in unison by
Milton's happy couple),22 and in his emphasis on gardening as the
chief primordial human activity. It is also interesting to note that here,
as in Paradise Lost, a subtle division of labor is suggested (it would
seem that Adam tends, specifically, the fruit; Eve, specifically, the
flowers), and Eve initiates the fatal separation when she declares:
In this gardeyn I wyl go se
All the flourys of fayr bewté,
And tastyn the frutys of gret plenté
23
That be in paradyse. (ll. 83-86)
21 In order to stress “the entire freedom of the will of man,” Williams observes, “. . . the
[Genesis] commentators usually state that Eve, as well as Adam, knew the command. A
few of the less responsible ancients had thought that Eve had not received the command as
had Adam, hence was ignorant that the deed to which the serpent urged her was forbidden
by God. True it was that God gave the command to Adam before Eve’s creation. . . . But,
as Pererius points out, since she repeats the command to the serpent, she must have known
it” (Common Expositor, 114).
22 Paradise Lost 4.720-735; 5.144-208.
23 In the Towneley Creation fragment it is Adam who proposes to wend forth in search of
the undiscovered trees and flowers of the neighborhood. See note 36 below for a summary
of the surviving Towneley Adam and Eve material. Cf. also the Norwich Grocers' Play
(discussed in section IV).
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Another peculiar aspect of the N-Town Eve, but one that
contributes to the sense of her invisibility or facelessness, is her
apparent tendency to experience vicariously through Adam. For
instance, after accepting two apples from the serpent (one for herself
and one for Adam), this Eve shows little inclination to satisfy her
own desire. She seems much more concerned that her husband
should taste of the fruit. Her focus shifts immediately to him, and to
her goal of persuading him to eat:
[Serpens] Ete this appyl and in certeyn,
That I am trewe so[o]ne xalt th[o]u se[e].
[Eva] To myn husbond with herte ful fayn
This appyl I bere, as thu byddyst me.
This frute to ete I xal asayn
So wys as God is yf we may be,
And Goddys pere of myth [might].
To myn husbond I walke my way,
And of this appyl I xal asay
To make hym to ete, yf that I may,
And of this frewte to byth. (ll. 115-125)

The specific temptations that the N-Town Eve falls to only
further our impression of what might be called, in modern terms,
her lack of ego or weak sense of self. The text makes it clear that
she is not simply entranced by the serpent's rhetoric, bullied by his
aggressiveness, nor driven by her own gluttonous desire. "So wys as
God is in his gret mayn / And felaw in kunnyng, fayn wold I be" (ll.
113-114), she declares. This Eve seems particularly enticed by the
promise of God-like wisdom, a fact that may reflect her intellectual
insecurity. She desires wisdom because she lacks it, and knows that
she lacks it, we may be tempted to conclude. At times, the N-Town
Eve seems a portrait of the maternal creative impulse perverted or
gone awry--infected by delusions of grandeur: for it is not simple
wisdom she seems to covet, but in particular the wisdom manifested
in the act of divine creation. In tempting Adam, Eve promises (in
a projection of her own wish fulfillment?) that eating the apple will
render him:
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Goddys felaw to be alway
All his wysdam to vnderstonde,
And Goddys pere to be for ay,
Allthyng for to make:
Both fysch and foule, se and sond,
Byrd and best, watyr and lond. (ll. 131-136)

The N-Town Eve is clearly attracted to power as well as
wisdom and, again, we may suspect that her wish to gain a controlling
influence in the world may arise from her intuitive sense of her own
ineffectuality. As a partner to Adam, she never acts in the least bit
propitiously or constructively. She proves a bad counselor and a
dubious helpmate--less than helpful--throughout. Her advice brings
(predictably) disastrous results: "My flesly frend my fo I fynde" (l.
166), Adam later complains. Even in strictly practical terms, she fails
miserably in her wifely duties. While tradition held that the woman
(as the clothing expert) had proposed an immediate remedy to the
couple's post-Fall nakedness, here it is Adam who must devise the fig
leaves (ll. 171-175). She conquers Adam's stubborn resistance to her
entreaties, not by cleverness, but through sheer nagging persistence.
She seems a narrow-minded, ignorant woman, whose consistently
errant thinking renders her dangerous in the assertive mode. At the
conclusion of the play, her desperate proposal to Adam to strangle
her serves as a final emphatic testament to her essentially foolish
and counterproductive nature:
[Eva] My wyt awey is fro[m] me gon!
Wrythe onto my neckebon[e]
With hardnesse of thin[e] honde.
[Adam] Wyff, thi wytt is not wurth a rosch.
Leve woman, turne thi thought.
I wyl not sle [slay] flescly of my flesch,
For of my flesh thi flesch was wrought. (ll. 307-312)

While the N-Town Eve seeks wisdom and power, she
proves, after all, profoundly stupid (even God addresses her as
"Vnwise womman" after the Fall), and effectual only in terms of
causing harm and creating chaos. The moral of the story, of course,
is that she should have accepted the fact of her weakness and limited
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understanding--should not have aspired above her humble station,
nor encouraged Adam to aspire above his. As in the case of the
Chester version, the N-town Fall of Man places the burden of
guilt squarely on the woman, and argues vigorously for her strict
subjection to male authority:
[Deus] Womman, thu sowtyst this synnyng
And bad hym breke myn byddyng.
Therfore thu xalt ben vndyrlyng;
24
To mannys byddyng bend. (ll. 251-254)

III

In contrast to the Chester and N-Town versions, the York

dramatization of the Adam and Eve story (played out in four short
plays) is considerably more balanced in its attribution of blame for
the Fall, and refreshingly free of the intense, unqualified antifeminist
sentiments that the former cycles so liberally indulge.25 The
difference becomes clearly evident in the first play of the series, the
cardmakers' Creation of Adam and Eve. Here the pair are formed
almost simultaneously. Adam's origin in "erthe" is emphasized (as
a check to his prideful tendencies--lest he feel himself too superior)
(ll. 25-32), and Eve is made out of Adam's left rib (i.e., close to
his heart)26 expressly for the purpose of society as opposed to
propagation:
24 A final note: one may remark the conspicuous (and non-Scriptural) disconnection
of Eve from the N-Town prophecies of Mary (ll. 261-265; 291-295) (traditionally the
“Second Eve”) and the Incarnation. Here, it is not explicitly the “woman’s [i.e., Eve’s]
seed” (as it is in Genesis and Milton) that will crush the serpent’s head and “save all that
ye haue forlorn / Youre welth for to restore” (ll. 294-295), but the “chylde of a mayd” (l.
292) to come. It would appear that the N-Town dramatist did not see his Eve as worthy
of association with the pristine Virgin Mary and deliberately wished to oust her from the
Providential scheme.
25 In her comparative survey of the Noah plays, Rosemary Woolf likewise finds that “the
author of the York plays does not rely at all on satirical anti-feminist generalizations . . .”
(The English Mystery Plays, 141).
26 Williams notes that the rib motif, in early Hebraic tradition, was often interpreted
satirically: hence, “Woman was not made from the head . . . lest she dominate man, nor
from the foot lest she be despised and trodden underfoot, but from the rib, a middle part of
the body, so that she should have a middle position and equal dignity with man” (91). In
the Renaissance commentaries, “the satire disappears” and the specifying of the left rib,
with its affective symbolic resonances, becomes common. Williams cites examples from
(the Jesuit) Pererius and Milton. The former explains that woman was made: “from the left
side, in which the human heart is located, because of the great love that should be between
a man and his wife, and the union of souls and concord of wills” (qtd. in Williams, 91). Cf.
Paradise Lost 4.482-488.
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[Deus] A female sall thou have to fere,
Her sall I make of thi lyft rybe,
Alane so sall thou nough be here
Withoutyn faythefull frende and sybe. (ll. 37-40)

The stanza that follows is even more startling in its (by period
standards) respectful treatment of the woman and powerfully
affirmative marriage implications. Here, immediately after their
creation, male and female receive both the breath of life and their
souls, simultaneously and directly from God. A marriage ceremony,
complete with vows and performed by the Supreme Being Himself,
is suggested. And while, traditionally, Adam had been charged to
name his helpmate along with the other creatures (as in Genesis, or
the Chester Creation [play 2]), here the Lord names both the man
and the woman in a gesture that cannot help but imply their equal
dignity in His eyes. That both sexes were formed in God's image
seems affirmed by Adam's plural pronoun reference in his grateful
response to his Maker:
[Deus] Takys now here the gast [spirit] of lyffe
And ressayue [receive] both youre saules [souls] of me;
This femall take thou to thi wyffe,
Adam and Eue your names sall be. (ll. 41-44)
[Adam] Mony diueris thyngis now here es,
Off bestis and foulis bathe wylde and tame;
Yet is nan [none] made to thi liknes
But we alone--A, louyd by thi name. (ll. 49-52)

One will note that the “Be fruitful and multiply” command
(typically given after the formation of Eve, and tending to emphasize
her limited function—as in the N-Town version) is never issued
directly to humanity in the York Creation narrative. (God does
direct the rest of his creatures to "wax furth fayre plenté" at the end
of the fifth day, and he tells Adam and Eve succinctly, "Thy kynd
shall multeply," in the succeeding pageant [play 4, l. 65].)27 Here,
Man is formed deliberately to fill a void in the Providential design.
27 God also recalls charging the couple to multiply at the opening of the York Flood
narrative (play 8, The Building of the Ark, ll. 9-16). An emphasis on Eve's sexual function
is more readily discernable in this later reference to the propagation command.
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God made the universe out of love, yet (after five days) there is
no creature capable of returning that love, no creature capable of
appreciating the divine care invested in Creation. Humanity becomes
the divine solution to this cosmic dilemma (ll. 13-24). Thus it is to
man's unique and presumably higher purpose, not to the common/
universal function of propagation, that God later refers in reminding
Adam and Eve of their primary duty:
For this skyl made I you this day,
My name to worschip ay-whare [everywhere];
Louys [Love] me, forthi [therefore], and louys me ay [ever]
For my makyng [act of creating], I axke [ask] no mare. (ll. 65-68)

Significantly, this divine directive, like most in the
prelapsarian York narrative, is given to both Adam and Eve together.
In the fullers' Adam and Eve in Eden (play 4), God does assign
"Lordeship in erthe" specifically to Adam, and His initial disclosure
of the prohibition is likewise addressed to the man. Still, in a
subsequent reference to the forbidden tree, He insists: "Luke nother
thowe nor Eve thy wyf / Lay ye no handes theretyll" (ll. 84-85). The
York dramatist is unique in his penchant for having God address the
pair together, using the proper names of both, as in the opening and
closing lines of the fullers' play:
Adam and Eve, this is the place
That I haue graunte you of my grace (ll. 1-2)
.........................
Adam, and Eve thy wyfe,
28
My blyssyng haue ye here. (ll. 98-99)

In short, the York cycle boasts the longest and most fully
developed prelapsarian segment found in the extant English
mysteries. An entire (albeit brief) play (Adam and Eve in Eden,
fourth overall in the series) is built around prayers of praise and vows
of obedience, spoken alternately by Adam and Eve in their state of
28 References to “Adam and Eve” continue in the coopers’ Fall of Man (play 5). God
decrees the curse of work (traditionally placed on Adam alone) thus: "Adam and Eue alsoo,
yhe / In erthe than shalle ye swete and swynke, / And trauayle for youre foode" (ll. 160162). The Angel sent to escort the tandem out of Paradise likewise addresses both by name:
"Adam and Eue, do you to goo, / For here may ye make no dwellyng" (ll. 171-172).
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innocence. No other mystery cycle takes such pains to establish
them as a married couple and to develop a harmonious image of
them together in Eden before the Fall. Moreover, the Adam and
Eve marriage paradigm evident here is much more egalitarian than
the others we have reviewed. Eve is a strong presence throughout
the York prelapsarian scenes: neither Adam nor God ignores her (as
both seem to do in the N-Town version, for instance), and she and
her husband are granted a comparable number of lines.
While the York prelapsarian depiction of Adam and Eve
seems remarkably liberal by the standards of its time, it remains to
be seen whether the dramatist maintains his relatively positive view
of women and marriage through the Fall and Expulsion episodes. A
hasty review of the fifth and sixth plays in the York series may lead
us to conclude that there is very little difference between this and
the (at times) shamelessly misogynistic Chester and N-Town Fall
reenactments. In the course of the coopers' Fall of Man and the
armourers' Expulsion both Satan and Adam have much to say against
the character and nature of Eve. All (or nearly all) of the antifeminist
themes found in the Chester and N-Town versions (e.g., woman as
the weak link--the "redy way" [l. 16] by which evil enters the world;
foolish woman susceptible to the promise of wisdom; woman as
bad counselor and incompetent helpmate) figure prominently in the
York dramatization.
What are significantly different are the complicating contexts
in which these themes appear, contexts that (in true Miltonic fashion)
serve almost invariably to challenge, or even to undermine, the
misogynist content, and that allow for the perception of a stronger,
more thoughtful, more dignified, though still fallible Eve. For
instance, the York Eve does succumb finally to the temptation to be
wise, but only after withstanding a much more sustained, rigorous,
and sophisticated verbal assault from Satan than we have elsewhere
seen. The tempter employs an impressive range of rhetorical
strategies on his victim here.29 He presents himself as a rather bossy
29 In their introduction to the play (York Mystery Plays . . . Modern Spelling, 8), Richard
Beadle and Pamela M. King declare of this scene that ". . . verbally he [the playwright]
achieves some subtly realized dialogue as the serpent proceeds to flatter, seduce, and bully
Eve into eating the fruit."
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and cavalier “frende” who knows the inside story about the tree, and
who would not leave Eve in ignorance (ll. 41, 45-48). Startled, no
doubt by his blasphemous remarks (and perhaps by his capacity for
speech30), she asks assertively: “Why, what-kynne thyng [what kind
of thing] art thou / That telles this tale to me?” (ll. 52-53). The fiend
(a little abashed perhaps) now assumes a posture of servility. “A
worme, that wotith [knows] wele how / That yhe may wirshipped be”
(ll. 54-55), he answers. If affected friendship gained him little credit
with the woman, he will see what flattery will do. Again his ploy
falls flat as Eve responds with unmoved, unassailable rationality:
What wirshippe shulde we wynne therby?
To ete therof vs nedith it nought,
We have lordshippe to make maistrie [mastery]
O alle thynge that in erthe is wrought. (ll. 56-59)

By now Satan is clearly exasperated and seems almost beaten (in
dramatic terms, one might say that he is beaten here). He loses
his composure. He resorts to blank commands. He is reduced to a
blustering bully:
Woman, do way!
To gretter state ye may be broughte
And ye will do as I schall saye. (ll. 60-62)

Of course, the dramatist could not re-write the story: Eve still falls in
the York play. But there is a difference in her manner of falling. She
does not go gently, as they say. At least she mounts a respectable
resistance, makes Satan work a little, shows some integrity of
character, in the advent of the disaster.
And again, there can be no point in refuting it: the York Eve
proves a bad counselor and a dubious helper to her husband. But
again there is a difference. When Eve presents the fruit to Adam the
prohibition is clearly in his mind and he rebukes her immediately:
"Alas woman, why toke thou this? / Oure lorde comaunded vs bothe
/ To tente [tend/look after] the tree of his. . . . Allas, thou hast done
amys" (ll. 84-86, 88). This Adam, like Milton's, is not deceived. He
30 Cf. Eve’s first amazed response to the speech of Satan-in-the-serpent in Paradise Lost
9.553-554, 560-563).
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is not tricked. He knows this is the forbidden fruit and he makes
a conscious, deliberate choice to eat it, yielding apparently to the
same desire for power and wisdom that had so recently corrupted
his wife's will.31 He is no innocent victim of Eve's wiles. To be
sure, he would fix the burden on her and her "[i]lle counsaille" (l.
107). At the first pangs of shame that follow his moral lapse, Adam
protests, "A, Eue, thou art to blame, / To this entysed thou me" (ll.
108-109). But the assessment is clearly subjective and unfair: he
is fully responsible for his own fall. What is more, he knows it, as
the following passage (which begins as a bitter critique of Eve, then
ends in self-rebuke) duly indicates:
[Adam] Allas, that I lete at [took notice of] thy lare [counsel]
32
Or trowed [believed] the trufuls [lies] that thou me saide.
So may I byde,
For I may banne [curse] that bittir brayde [rash act]
And drery de[e]de, that I it dyde. (ll. 124-128)

Though Adam continues to harp upon his wife's offenses, this
is clearly a defense mechanism: he cannot face the fact of his own
culpability, so he finds a scapegoat in her. Two key passages in the
armourers' Expulsion (play 6) serve to expose Adam's antifeminist
complaints as ill founded and less than constructive. The first of
these correction scenes occurs when Adam, reminded of his sin by
the Angel, tries once again to shift the burden of guilt to his wife. In
a passage that would seem to anticipate Michael's famous reproach
33
of Adam in Book 11 of Milton's epic, the celestial ambassador
insists that this would-be shirker take responsibility for his actions:
31 In Paradise Lost, Adam, at the moment of his fall, ". . . scrupl'd not to eat / Against
his better knowledge, not deceav'd, / But fondly overcome with Femal charm" (9.997999). Milton's primal husband, seeing his wife lost, cannot bear the thought of separation
from her, and thus, in despair, determines to share her doom. The York Adam's motives
for accepting the fruit are much more sketchy and primitive. He is apparently persuaded
by Eve's insistence that they "shalle be goddis and knawe al thyng" (l. 103). Beadle and
King (York Mystery Plays . . . Modern Spelling, 8) remark that "Adam is not of particularly
impressive moral stature in this play: he accepts the fruit for the same selfish reasons as
Eve, rather than out of love of her. Later, when God confronts him with his crime, far from
presenting an example of contrition, Adam peevishly blames his wife." (Of course, this
latter charge might be leveled just as easily against the scriptural Adam or Milton's.)
32 Beadle and King maintain that here the York playwright “devises the first domestic
quarrel in the cycle, as Adam turns on his wife for deluding him with ‘trifles’” (8).
33 Cf. Paradise Lost 11.632-636.
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[Angelus] Adam, thyselffe made al this syte [sorrow],
For to the tree thou wente full tyte [quickly]
And boldely on the frute gan byte
My lord forbed.
[Adam] Yaa, allas, my wiffe that may I wite [blame],
For scho [she] me red [advised].
[Angelus] Adam, for thou trowyd [believed] hir tale,
He sendis the worde and sais thou shale
Lyffe ay in sorowe. . . . (ll. 30-38)

But the most effective challenge to Adam's antifeminist
complaints comes, appropriately enough, from his wife. Eve
readily admits her mistake. She concedes that her action in the Fall
would seem to demonstrate woman's lack of wisdom. Still, she is
not so obtuse or naive as to be blind to the implications of mutual
blame that even her Fall alone must evoke. If she acted foolishly
according to her foolish nature, Adam, to whom God granted
supreme "Lordeship in erthe" (play 4, l. 18) (assumedly, based on
his moral and intellectual superiority to all creatures), should have
exercised his wisdom and authority more aggressively. If the man
is indeed the wiser and stronger being (nothing in the play suggests
that he actually is; the assertion is merely implicit in Adam's bitter
remarks), then it becomes his responsibility to save the woman from
her weak and foolish self:
[Adam] Allas, what womans witte was light [fickle]!
That was wele se[e]ne.
[Eue] Sethyn [Since] it was so me knyth it sore [I regret it deeply],
Bot sethyn that woman witteles ware
Mans maistrie [mastery] shulde haue bene more
Agayns the gilte [fault].
[Adam] Nay, at my speche wolde thou never spare [forbear],
That has vs spilte [ruined].
[Eue] Iff I hadde spoken youe oughte to spill [anything to harm]
Ye shulde haue taken go[o]de tent [heed] theretyll,
34
And turnyd my thought. (play 6, ll. 133-143)
34 Answering Adam’s post-Fall rebukes, Milton’s Eve employs a similar argument (see
Paradise Lost 9.1155-1161).
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Adam can complain that Eve would have ignored his commands had
he given them. But of course, this we will never know. In any case,
his persistent after-the-fact bellyaching and mindless indulging in
antifeminist invective serve no constructive end. Eve, weary of his
simplistic, none-too-rational, indiscriminate abuse of her sex, though
wracked with genuine remorse for her sin, acts assertively to quell
Adam's ranting. She tells him, in as many words, to shut up:
[Adam] Do way [Cease], woman, and neme it noght,
For at my biddyng wolde thou not be
And therfore my woo wyte [blame] Y thee;
Thurgh [Through] ille counsaille thus casten ar[e] we
In bitter bale.
Nowe God late [let] never man aftir me
Triste woman tale [woman's words].
35

[Eue] Be stille Adam, and nemen [name] it na mare [no more],
It may not mende.
For wele I wate [know] I haue done wrange [wrong],
And therfore euere I morne emange [continually],
Allas the whille I leue so lange [live so long],
De[a]de wolde I be. (ll. 144-150; 155-160)

The York Eve represents the most progressive wife model to
emerge from the medieval English mystery play tradition.36 She is
a refreshingly assertive character who is more than willing to accept
her share of the blame, but who will not blandly approve Adam's
escapist tendencies. Again, she anticipates Milton's Eve in accepting
her husband's accusations, yet in quietly resisting his self-righteous
wrongheadedness, while providing, in her humble acceptance of her
own guilt, the immediate, tangible model of contrition that proves
35 Eve’s commanding tone here recalls the bullying rhetoric used against her by both
Adam above, and Satan in the temptation scene (e.g., “Woman, do way!” [l. 60]).
36 For an alternate perspective, however, see John Flood, Representations of Eve, 11013. Flood insists that the York Eve “is not intended as a sympathetic figure” (111), and
that the Expulsion here “ends on a note of pessimistic gender conflict greater than any
found in the other cycles” (113).
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crucial to his moral recovery. One might argue that she is functioning
here as a true wife in the Miltonic sense, providing crucial spiritual
guidance, genuine meet help--subtly steering her husband back to
the true path.37
IV

There remains one additional English craft drama portrayal of

Adam and Eve that we have not yet considered. The Norwich
Grocers' Play, presumably the lone remnant of a lost cycle, survives
in two significantly varying texts. Since the later of these (termed
Text B in Norman Davis's EETS edition of the Non-Cycle Plays and
Fragments)38 is identified in an original headnote as a revision of the
first,39 and dated 1565, we have an opportunity to compare what are
37 I have not included an extended treatment of the Towneley Creation here because only
a fragment of the Adam and Eve episode therein survives. In the roughly 100-line portion
relevant to the present discussion, Deus creates man in His likeness and endows him with
"witt" and "strenght" (l. 174) to govern paradise. Since "[i]t is not good to be alone" (l.
183), God then forms woman from man's rib ("therfor, a rib I from the[e] take, / therof
shall be [made] thi make, / And be to thi helpyng" [ll. 186-188]). The prohibition against
eating from the "tre of life" is issued first to both Adam and "eue thi wife" (l. 198-199),
but the reiteration of the command and warning of the fatal consequences of transgression
given by both God and the Cherubyn are addressed specifically to the man ("Adam, if thou
breke my rede, / thou shall dye a dulfull dede [doleful death]" [ll. 202-203]). Once the
pair are left alone in paradise, Adam bids Eva stay put while he ventures forth to survey
the surrounding trees and flowers (hence, contrary to Miltonic tradition, the man proposes
the fatal separation here, although he duly reminds his helpmate of the prohibition before
leaving [ll. 234-245]). An envious Lucifer meanwhile conspires with his "felows" in hell
to destroy man's bliss (". . . now ar thay in paradise; / bot thens [thence] thay shall, if we
be wise" [ll. 266-267]). At this point George Englund notes in his EETS edition of the
Towneley plays: "The MS. has apparently lost 12 leaves here, containing (no doubt) the
Temptation of Eve and the Expulsion of her and Adam from Paradise" (9).
38 Davis, Non-Cycle Plays. Quotations from the Norwich Grocers' Play are based on
this edition.
39 “The Storye of the Temptacion of Man in Paradyce, being therin placyd, and the
expellynge of Man and Woman from thence, newely renvid and accordynge unto the
Skripture, begon thys yere Anno 1565, Anno 7. Eliz.” (Davis, Non-Cycle Plays, 11).
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apparently pre- and post-Reformation versions of the same basic
play.40 As we shall see, the differences prove predictable in some
instances, surprising in others.
Oddly enough, the ostensibly older, more authentically
medieval A Text is distinguished by its deliberate and primary (and
relatively uncensorious) focus on Eve. In fact, the introductory
headnote terms this “The Story of the Creacion of Eve, with the
expellyng of Adam and Eve out of Paradyce.”41 The play opens with
Pater remarking, “Yt ys not semely for man, sine adjutorio [without
help], / To be allone, nor very convenient” (ll. 3-4). Immediately
God determines (in impressive, ceremonious Creation jargon)
to “make an adjutory [helper] of our formacion / To hys [man's]
symylutude, lyke in plasmacion [moulding]” (ll. 7-8); he descends
into Eden with his “mynysters angelicall” and performs the task
with wonderful efficiency:
A rybbe out of mannys syde I do here take;
Bothe flesche and bone I do thys creatur blysse;
And a woman I fourme, to be his make,
Semblable to man; beholde, here she ys. (ll. 13-16)

The Norwich Adam, in like manner to his Chester cousin, responds
first with exuberant thanks and praise to the Lord, then pays a
glowing tribute to Eva based on her man-like virtues:
40 It is important to acknowledge that Davis’s edition is not based on an original manuscript
or an early printed text of the Norwich Gocers' Play (neither of which has survived), but
is rather a collation of the Victorian and Edwardian editions of Robert Fitch (1856) and [?]
Waterhouse (1909) respectively. The Fitch and Waterhouse texts were in turn derived from
an eighteenth-century transcript (now lost) of the original (non-extant) Grocers' Book. By
Waterhouse's account, a dated introductory paragraph indicated that "[t]he Grocers' Book
. . . was begun on June 16, 1533." The A Text ("The Story of the Creacion of Eve. . . ."),
which followed this opening statement, was thus in the scholar's estimation "the version
of the play in use in 1533" (quoted in Davis, xxiv; the B Text is, as already noted, dated in
its headnote). By this process tentative dates of 1533 and 1565 for the A Text and B Text
respectively have been established. Davis claims that the first surviving reference to the
Norwich cycle dates from 1527 (xxvi), however, and evidence from other cycles suggests
that craft play activity in the town probably began much earlier.
41 Davis, Non-Cycle Plays, 8.
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[Adam] O my Lorde God, incomprehensyble, withowt mysse,
Ys thy hyghe excellent magnyficens.
Thys creature to me ys nunc ex ossibus meis [now from my bones],
And virago I call hyr in thy presens,
Lyke onto me in natural preemynens.
Laude, honor, and glory to the I make.
Both father and mother man shall for hyr forsake. (ll. 17-23)

In the passage that follows it would appear that God issues the
prohibition more directly to Adam, for in parting He bids him “Showe
thys to thy spowse nowe bye and bye” (l. 34). Adam then withdraws
from Eva, saying he “wyll walk a whyle for . . . recreacion” (l. 50).
Presently, the serpent approaches Eva, addressing her with
the flattering apostrophe, "O gemme of felicyté and femynyne love"
(l. 55), and asking her, "Why hathe God under precept prohybyte
thys frute, / That ye shuld not ete therof to your behofe?" (ll. 56-57).
Eva clearly attests to her knowledge of the commandment, so no
plea of ignorance can be made for her. Still, the temptation tactics
of the serpent are particularly unsportsmanlike here, and Eva's
motives in taking the fruit are by no means obviously corrupt. At
the climactic moment, the arch-deceiver entreats his victim: "Eate of
thys apple at my requeste. / To the[e] Almyghty God dyd me send"
(ll. 67-68). In claiming he has been sent by God, Serpens implies
that the request to eat is also of divine origin. Hence he poses as
a heavenly messenger conveying a divinely-sanctioned reversal of
the prohibitive decree. That Eva mistakes the serpent for just such
an authentic holy emissary is evident in the account she gives Adam
upon his return from his perambulations:
[Adam] I have walkyd abought for my solace;
My spowse, howe do you? tell me.
[Eva] An angell cam from Godes grace
And gaffe me an apple of thys tre.
Part therof I geffe to the;
Eate therof for thy pleasure,
For thys frute ys Godes own treasure. (ll. 72-78)

The Norwich Eva mistakes Serpens for a good angel; she is clearly
deceived. Moreover, her expressed motive in taking the fruit is
to please her husband and to gain knowledge (and the power or
invulnerability that comes therewith) only in conjunction with him:
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[Eva] Nowe wyll I take therof; and I entend
To please my spowse, therof to fede,
To knowe good and ylle for owr mede. (ll. 69-71)

The fiend works upon Eva's unfortunate (though comparatively
innocent?) credulity and uses her good intentions against her. She
is naive and weak-minded, perhaps, but not aggressively selfish or
power-hungry as she often is in medieval Fall accounts (e.g., the
Chester Adam and Eve).
Finally, in the brief post-Expulsion lament that follows a
gap in the A Text manuscript, a startlingly vivid image of mutual
suffering is evoked. Husband and wife take turns voicing, not their
respective subjective complaints, but rather their common sorrows.
Both characters maintain the first person plural throughout this
affecting epilogue, and both are allotted an equal number of lines
in a scene that would seem to anticipate the solemn show of marital
solidarity portrayed at the close of Paradise Lost. In the aftermath
of the Fall, as Milton was later to describe it, the displaced Adam
and Eve “hand in hand with wandring steps and slow, / Through
Eden took thir solitarie way” (Book 12, ll. 648-649). Here in the
Norwich Grocers' Play, the couple sing one last “dullfull [doleful]
song” in unison: “Wythe dolorous sorowe, we maye wayle and wepe
/ Both nyght and daye in sory sythys [sighs] full depe” (ll. 89-90).
The stage directions contribute to the poignant effect, indicating that
“thei xall [shall] syng, walkyng together about the place, wryngyng
the[i]r handes.”42
Shifting our attention to the B Text, we find two prologues
added (designated B1 and B2 by Davis). These are expressly
designed to serve in the event that "the Grocers Pageant is played
withowte eny other goenge befor yt."43 In both of these postReformation introductions to the play proper, woman's frailty is
identified implicitly as the primary cause of the Fall and the ultimate
source of Original Sin: the weakness presumably inherent in the
female from the beginning becomes the type of general latter-day
fallen human nature. Thus in the First Prologue (B1) the Prolocutor
informs the audience:
42 Davis, Non-Cycle Plays, 11.
43 Davis, Non-Cycle Plays, 11.
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The story sheweth . . . that after man was blyste,
The Lord did create woman owte of a ribbe of man;
Which woman was deceyvyd with the Serpentes darkned myste;
By whose synn owr nature is so weak no good we can. . . . (ll. 22-25)

Likewise, the Alternative Prologue (B2) promises to treat “of the
deavilles temptacion, diseaivinge with a lye / The woman, beinge
weakest, that cawsed man to tast[e]” (ll. 15-16).
The actual revised dramatization of the Creation and Fall
(B3) varies from the A Text in a host of fascinating ways. The
action, as in the earlier version, moves quickly to the formation of
Eve, although here God first proclaims Adam dresser of the garden
and forbids him access to the Tree of Knowledge. As one might
expect from a post-Reformation text, there is notable emphasis on
the woman's companionate role. Thus God assures Adam,
I wyll the[e] make an helper, to comfort the[e] allwaye.
...............................,
And oute of this thy ribbe, that here I do owte take,
A creature for thy help behold I do the[e] make.
................................
. . . [T]ake hyr unto the[e], and you both be as one
To comfort one th'other when from you I am gone. (ll. 10-16)

The prohibition is repeated after Eve's creation, and at the Father's
withdrawal both husband and wife offer thanks and praise in unison.
The theme of marriage as (above all) meet and helpful companionship
surfaces again in the subsequent exchange. Adam rejoices over Eve,
stressing her derivation from (and likeness to) himself. But here (by
comparison with the A Text) a greater sense of sexual balance and
mutual companionate function is achieved when Eve, not content to
play the silent, passive object of praise, returns the tribute:
[Man] Oh bone of my bones and flesh of my flesh eke,
Thow shalte be called Woman, bycaus thow art of me.
Oh gyfte of God most goodlye, that hath us made so lyke,
Most lovynge spowse, I muche do here rejoyce of the[e].
[Woman] And I lykewyse, swete lover, do much reioyce of the[e].
God therefore be praised, such comforte have us gyve
That ech of us with other thus pleasantly do lyve. (ll. 25-31)
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One will note the absence of proper names here. In fact, Adam
and Eve are simply referred to as the Man and the Woman throughout
most of the play. As the exchange above attests, however, the B Text
couple compensate for their impersonal name tags with a distinct
rhetoric of endearment (not found in Text A). Even as the Adam
figure leaves “[t]o walke abowt this garden” (l. 32), he showers his
wife with terms of affection, and the Eve character seems as eager
to show her fondness for her husband in her manner of address.
“Farewell, myn owne swete spouse . . . ,” says the Man; and the
Woman answers, “. . . farewell, my dere lover, whom my heart doth
conteyn” (ll. 34-35). This language of love persists throughout the
first half of the play, and seems even hypocritically pronounced in
the advent of Adam's Fall:
[Man] My love, for my solace, I have here walkyd longe.
Howe ys yt nowe with you? I pray you do declare.
[Woman] Indede, lovely lover, the Heavenly Kyng most stronge
To eate of this apple his angell hath prepare;
Take therof at my hande th'other frutes emonge,
For yt shall make you wyse and even as God to fare. (ll. 59-64)

As this Temptation of Adam passage confirms, the B Text
Woman (like the A Text Eva) is deceived into believing that the Serpent
is a good angel (here the subtle villain prepares us beforehand when
in a short prelude soliloquy to his “attempt” he declares, “. . . angell
of lyght I shew myselfe to be; / With hyr [her] for to dyscemble”
[ll. 40-41]). Still, this female victim may strike us as less innocent
than her original, for the B Text Serpent does not expressly claim to
have been sent by God (even if his angelic appearance may imply
as much). Rather, in more traditional and more firmly scripturebased fashion, he challenges God and His prohibition directly: he
maintains that the commandment was designed merely to protect
God's power, that it was calculated to intimidate and to inhibit
those who might otherwise easily attain to His level. The promise
of death for transgression the tempter dismisses as a hollow threat.
“Ye shall not dye the deth[,]” he insists; “he make [God made] you
butt agaste [afraid]” (l. 50). Thus when the Woman later informs
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the Man, “Indede, lovely lover, the Heavenly Kyng most stronge /
To eate of this apple his angell hath prepare” (ll. 61-62), she appears
to be functioning as something more than a passive relayer of the
Serpent's lie. It is she who draws the explicit connection between
the tempter and God in the interest of persuading the Man to eat.
Thus she is active in deceit, subtly augmenting the untruths she
inherits from the fiend.
Moreover, the motives of the B Text Woman in accepting
the fruit are more clearly flawed than those of the A Text Eva. The
intent to please or to benefit her husband is not among her reasons for
accepting the Serpent's proposition. Her purposes are more clearly
selfish and carnal here. Like other vain, ignorant, and ambitious Eves
we have seen (e.g., the Chester and N. Town), the B Text Woman is
intoxicated with the prospect of gaining wisdom and power:
[Woman] To be as God indede and in his place to sytt,
Thereto for to agre my lust conceyve somewhatt;
Besydes the tre[e] is pleasante to gett wysedome and wytt,
And nothyng is to be comparyd unto that. (ll. 54-57)

Subsequent to the Fall, Adam blames the Woman, justly enough it
would seem; and the female's greater burden of guilt is apparently
confirmed when the Father turns a censorious eye on the Eve figure
and demands, “Thow woman, why hast thou done unto him [i.e.,
Adam] thys trespace?” (l. 77).44
While the theme of companionate marriage is prominent
initially as we have seen, the image of shared suffering is not as
strongly or deliberately projected in the latter stages of the revised
Norwich text as it had been in the prototype. In response to the
Expulsion, both the Man and the Woman revert to the subjective
mode; both employ the first person singular, although their
44 As in the Chester version, God’s curse on the Woman here also implies her moral
inferiority to the Man (evident in her perpetual condition of lust), while it tacitly affirms
the subjection of the wife to the husband as a basic principle of the natural and divinely
sanctioned social order:
[THE FATHER.] Thou, Woman, bryngyng chyldren with payne shall be dystylde,
And be subject to thy husbonde, and thy lust shall pertayne
To hym: I hav determynyd this ever to remayne. (ll. 87-89)
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respective individual laments are invariably linked to, even resolve
into, expressions of common sorrow (ll. 104-110).
The contrast in tone and emphasis between the A Text
and B Text endings, the decreased sense in the latter of marital
union amid suffering and of balanced focus on male and female,
becomes strikingly evident in the mini-allegory with which the
revised version concludes. Here the Eve character seems virtually
suppressed. Throughout this morality play-like epilogue of fortythree lines wherein the fallen pair are assailed by figures of Dolor and
Myserye and finally cheered by the Holy Ghost, the Woman remains
speechless and inactive, although never quite forgotten. When Dolor
and Myserye enter, they immediately “taketh Man by both armys,”
and it is to him specifically that they address themselves:
[Dolor] Cum furth, O Man, take hold of me!
Through envy hast lost thy heavenly light
By eatinge; in bondage from hence shall be.
Now must thou me, Dolor, have allways in sight.
[Myserye] And also of me, Myserye, thou must taste and byte. . . .
(ll. 111-115)

The focus remains firmly centered on the Man through most of this
final scene. It is Adam who voices the general human complaint
over life's pains and sorrows. And it is he to whom the Holy Ghost
speaks directly the words of comfort and reassurance that bring
release from despair:
[Holy Ghost] Be of good cheare, Man, and sorowe no more.
This Dolor and Miserie that thou hast taste,
Is nott in respect, layd up in store,
To the joyes for the[e] that ever shall last. (ll. 123-126)

Of course, one could argue that the references to Man in
this highly figurative portion of the play are meant to be inclusive
of male and female--that they are references to general humanity.
Still, a choice has been made to isolate the male figure on stage as
the everyman; and even though the choice is made silently, even in
the absence of overt sexist commentary, it is a choice that carries
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inescapable implications. Why does the Holy Ghost speak directly
to Adam? Presumably because the Man is more competent morally
and spiritually--more capable of receiving, understanding, and
acting upon (being less carnal and emotional in essential nature) the
divine counsel to “kyll affectes that by lust in the[e] reygne” (l. 135).
In fairness to the author, as noted above, he never allows the Woman
to disappear altogether from view. The subsequent rally cry to don
the spiritual armor of Christ, for instance, is clearly extended to both
male and female:
Theis armors ar preparyd, yf thou wylt turn ageyne,
To fyght wyth; take to the, and reach Woman the same;
The brest-plate of rightousnes Saynte Paule wyll the retayne. . . .
(ll. 137-140)

But again, it is Adam who (while the Woman remains in
the wings, consigned to a silence that one suspects the playwright
deemed admirable and appropriate) pours forth his praise to “The[e],
Most Holye, that hast with me abode, / In mysery premonyshynge
[advising/admonishing beforehand] by this Thy Holy Spright” (ll.
144-145), and it is he who testifies to his exhilarating sense of release
from sin: “Nowe fele I such great comforte, my syns they be unlode
/ And layde on Chrystes back, which is my joye and light” [ll. 146147]). Indeed, it is not until the closing five lines that Adam again
recognizes the presence of his “swett spous” and some measure of
sexual balance returns in the final image of the pair singing together
a hymn of praise. In its overall effect, however, the conclusion of
the Norwich B Text, with its conspicuous de-emphasis of the Eve
role, cannot help but affirm patriarchal notions of the husband as the
proper spiritual head and the more appropriate direct recipient of
revealed truth.
Our comparison of the A and B Texts of the Norwich Grocers'
Play should alert us to the hazards of generalizing about medieval
or early modern, Catholic or Protestant perceptions of women and
wedlock. On the one hand, the companionate wife ideal, frequently
associated with Protestant marriage theory, finds more convincing
and dramatic expression in the A Text epilogue, even if it figures more
prominently in the affectionate rhetoric of Text B. The misogynist
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content of the post-Reformation B Text, on the other hand, seems at
least as pronounced, and in some respects more potent, than that of
the earlier version, which, logically, should have been more directly
influenced by medieval clerical antifeminism.
And in general our review of the Adam and Eve mystery
plays has revealed no single monolithic, prevailing marriage
paradigm, but a surprising diversity of images, attitudes, and
ideas, some clearly traceable to traditional medieval and patristic
sources, others that seem comparatively progressive, and which
might almost be termed proto-Protestant. The evidence from these
undeniably Catholic plays—especially from the York and Norwich
examples—should encourage us to revise persisting reductionist
views of Protestant culture as uniquely pro-marriage and Catholic
tradition as narrowly antifeminist. In any case, it is clear here
that the marriage controversy had invaded the English stage long
before the Age of Elizabeth. The predominant tone of the debate
at this early juncture is admittedly patriarchal, but there are definite
feminist and egalitarian glimmerings.45 Inevitably, the Fall pageants
remind us (subtly, or not so subtly) of the chaos that can come of
an ungoverned or "unruly"46 woman; occasionally (e.g., in York),
they might also be seen to prefigure Milton's complex and multidimensional, "accomplisht Eve."47
45 Compare James H. Forse, who finds “clues in the play scripts of the English cycle plays
that some notion of marriage as a “companionate” relationship may have existed among
the common classes during the Middle Ages” (“Love and Marriage,” 228).
46 The term employed by Theresa Coletti in “A Feminist Approach,” 81-84. In the course
of this essay, Coletti refers to “medieval drama’s problematic representation of women,
which does not easily break down into positive and negative but is intensely qualified,
remarkably diverse, and frequently ambiguous” (81). See also Flood, who reports a similar
diversity of representation in his broader (antiquity through late-Middle Ages) survey of
Eve characterizations: “the majority of the accounts of her were negative, but . . . negative
in significantly different ways. At the same time, the more positive depictions of Eve
should not be forgotten” (Representations, 6).
47 Paradise Lost 4.660.
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